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The Brain
on Information
When we talk about hitting someone in the heart or the gut, we are really talking
about their brain. What information the brain pays attention to, remembers, and
uses to take action is largely based on the reaction of the brain to that information.
Getting the right reaction depends on stimulating the brain in the right way.
When we focus on pure data and facts, without telling a story, we hit the language
centers of the brain. On their own, these centers do not necessarily impact our
emotional centers, and do little to impact long term memory or behaviour.
See the diagram below. In a moment, you will view a presentation that is information
driven and you will feel this effect in your own brain.

Figure 1.2

Broca’s Area

Wernicke’s Area

Processes and
produces language.

Why did you score
the presenter the
way you did? Jot
some notes down!

Activity 1.2

Helps with speech
comprehension.

Sample Presentation

Using 1 for “I’d rather watch socks dry” and 5 for “So good I didn’t want it to end”,
rate the presentation on the following:
1
2
3
4
5

Clarity of the Message
Confidence of the Presenter
Your Level of Engagement
Now imagine you are a journalist in the room. What is the headline for your story?
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The Brain
on Stories
When we tell a story, the impact is entirely different. Important chemicals are
released, and suddenly we are having an emotional experience with the information.
Now, we are going to show you what this feels like.

The conflict in a well told story will
cause the listener to release cortisol,
the stress hormone. Cortisol causes
us to pay attention as our senses
respond to danger.

a presentation is
built around story,
logic, persuasion,

Figure 1.3

Cortisol

What happens when

Oxytocin

and graphics?

When the conflict is resolved, the listener’s
brain releases oxytocin, a natural chemical
associated with pleasure. The pleasure
response promotes cooperation,
closeness, and empathy.

Dopamine

Mirroring

The brain releases
dopamine into the system
when it experiences an
emotionally charged event,
making it easier to remember
and with greater accuracy.

The brain activity of
listeners will be similar
and match that of the
speaker’s.

Neural Coupling
A story activates parts of the
brain that allow the listener to
turn the story into their own ideas
and experience.

Activity 1.3

Cortex Activity
When processing facts, two
areas of the brain are activated
(Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas).
A well-told story can engage many areas,
including the motor, sensory and frontal cortices.

Sample Presentation

Using 1 for “I’d rather watch socks dry” and 5 for “So good I didn’t want it to end”,
rate the presentation on the following:
1
2
3
4
5

Clarity of the Message

Why did you score
the presenter the
way you did? Jot
some notes down!

Confidence of the Presenter
Your Level of Engagement
Now imagine you are a journalist in the room. What is the headline for your story?
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It’s no accident most of the people in the room prefer the Apple presentation.
The message is far more captivating than Sony’s. Why?
The Apple presentation answered an important question for the audience.
A question they were asking before Jobs started speaking and a question your
audience asks before you start speaking: “Why should I care?”
There is an easy way to answer this question: tell a story.
When Steve Jobs describes the pain of using the plastic keyboard, the listener’s
brain behaves as though it is in the story. Jobs mimics typing on the keyboard with
his hands, twists his face in frustration, shows us a picture of the phones. By doing
so, he impacts more parts of the brain including the motor cortex, sensory cortex,
and frontal cortex. The audience, engaged on so many levels, will remember the
story. The story will start to influence how the audience thinks and, ultimately,
how they behave.
Contrast that to using pure data, facts, and information. Sony fails because it tries
to do this. This is a classic case of vague jargon causing us to disengage or worse.
In 2011, New York University research showed that the more someone uses vague
language, the more the audience believes that person is either lying or doesn’t
know what they are talking about. Jargon reduces trust. How believable, then,
was anything Andrew House said?

What If We Don’t
Tell the Story?
The craziest part about the brain’s love of storytelling is that,
in the absence of a story, it desperately tries to create one.
Story is how your brain understands and interprets the world.
It wants a story so it can experience an emotion, determine
what is important to pay attention to, and take the appropriate
action.
To put it simply, we move through the process below – and very
quickly – to decide how to act based on the data or information
we take in.
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The Basic Building
Blocks of Stories
What happens when
a presentation is
built around story,

We know now why story is important, but what is a story? What do we need to put
into a story to engage our audience during the presentation and leave them buzzing
after we’re done?

logic, persuasion,
and graphics?

Who is the Hero of your presentation story?
The hero, or
protagonist, is the
focus of the story.

Every story has a hero, or a protagonist. This is the central character of the story.
Often presenters assume that they, or their company, or their product, are the hero
and this is how they slip into an information-driven, presenter-focused presentation.
The result? Remember Sony PS4.
In Apple’s presentation, anyone who uses a phone is the hero of the story.
The audience is the hero. That is one reason why the story is so interesting to us.
The story is about us and we are our favorite topic.
We are important to Apple because we are the ones who will decide to go out
and buy an iPhone…or not. If Apple is going to succeed, it needs us on board
and the best way to make this happen is to tell us a story about ourselves.
Your first job, then, is to decide who will be the hero of your story. Hint? It’s your
audience! If you are still unsure, your hero is the universal commonality in your
audience: they are all retail shoppers, they are all on the executive team, they
are all research scientists, they are all on a project team, they are all investors.
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What is your Hero’s goal?

Remember, it’s

For the story to move forward, the hero must have a goal. A future state they aspire to.
You may define this for them, or they may already have defined it. Regardless of who
defined it, it’s important in the presentation to be specific about it. Paint a picture.

your audience’s

This is how we inspire action in presentations. When we are clear about the goal,
the audience becomes emotionally connected to that aspiration. They are more
likely to take action if you can clearly show how your idea, your product, or your
company will help the audience reach their overarching goal.

in your story. Put

Remember, the goal is theirs, not yours. Why not your goals? It sounds harsh but
human beings are selfish creatures. No one in your audience cares about your goals.

challenges or
conflict, not yours,
that create tension
yourself in their
shoes and imagine
what conflict they
would face if they
rejected your idea,
your product,
or your company.
What challenges
would stand
between them
and their goal?

What conflict stands in your Hero’s way?
Without conflict, you don’t have a story. If you walked into a movie, were introduced
to a young, brash kid named Luke Skywalker, learned he wanted to be a Jedi like
his father and ten minutes later he was, you couldn’t care less.
In presentations, we love to talk about solutions before we talk about the conflict or
challenge. We may never get to the challenge! But being candid and concrete about
the challenges that those solutions solve is the only way to make our audience care.
Steve Jobs didn’t just walk on stage and say, “Apple has developed a fantastic new
Smartphone with a completely different user interface.” We might not have cared
in 2007. Instead he said, “Why do we need a revolutionary user interface?” And
then he painted the picture. ”They all have these keyboards that are there whether
you need them to be there. And they have these control buttons that are fixed in
plastic.” Jobs spends time explaining the problem.
By painting the picture, Jobs created tension in his story. He made the audience
feel the frustration and, as a result, made them want to do what they could to make
that frustration go away.
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The Essential Qualities
of Stories
Emotional
We often believe emotion has no place in a business decision. Certainly,
it has no place in a technical business presentation. Or does it?
General Motors isn’t an anomaly. NASA’s Columbia disaster was in part the result
of a faulty launch decision that was made after an information driven presentation
did little to alert management to the potential for danger. Jeff Bezos has banned
PowerPoint at Amazon, citing poor decision making as one of the symptoms of
information, bullet point presentations. To say that emotion doesn’t play a part
in business decisions is a critical error in how we present information.
So how do you ensure your story is emotional? First, you focus on the audience.
Second, you express emotion through your words, your tone of voice, and your
body language. Third, you avoid vague language and jargon.
“If you can’t explain
it simply, you don’t
understand it well
enough.”
Attributed to
Albert Einstein

Specific: The Orange Peel Problem
Years ago, we were coaching a Senior Manager from a company that produced the
maps that showed oil companies where the oil is. At the time of the coaching there
were three or four big companies who produced these maps.
Our client not only had to convince his audience that the third-party maps were
better, but that his maps in particular would guarantee a successful oil well.
He went over and over this section, each time throwing jargon and vague, abstract
information at us. It was confusing and forgettable.
Finally, he stopped, thought for a moment, and said, “Imagine I’m holding an
orange in my hand and I peel the orange all in one piece.”
He held up his hand as though he were holding a peel with the edges curling
up along his fingers.
“Now imagine,” he said, turning his palm down on to the table, “I press this peel
down on the table and try to make it lay completely flat. Will it stay flat when
I lift my hand?”
“No,” another client responded. “It will pop back up a bit. It wants to be a sphere.”
Our client smiled. “Exactly! The peel is just like the Earth’s crust. It wants to be a
sphere. When we make maps, we want the Earth’s crust to lay flat on the paper,
so we make little adjustments to make it do that. Well, one little adjustment could
mean the map is inaccurate. It could mean Shell is spending millions of dollars
drilling a well that is 12,000 feet from where the oil is.”
He stopped for effect. “Our company has solved the orange peel problem.”
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Now consider how this story could spread. If a drilling engineer had to go to the
Senior VP and convince him to invest in these maps, do you think he’d be able to
retell the orange peel story? We not only think the answer is yes, we think you’ll
be retelling the orange peel story.

Notes:

If you work on an oil rig in -40, with snow blowing in your eyes while your hands
go numb and the splashes of oil on your face start to freeze, then say so. Don’t
say “operate under harsh conditions.” The first sentence burns a mental picture
onto our brains that is hard to forget. The second is utterly forgettable.
If you want your audience to start donating $5 every month to the food bank drive
so your company can reach its goal, then say so. Don’t ask them to “support the
food bank initiative.” They never will.
Ditch the jargon and be specific. Paint the picture that will stay with them long
after the presentation is over. If you have a 3D visual aid, even better.

Unique
No one else has looked at this story the way you have. Be bold and present
your unique way of seeing the challenges and solutions. Take a position, make
recommendations, and tell your audience what you really think. Even if they
disagree with you, they will engage with your unique way of seeing things.
The value of a presentation is to hear the perspective of the presenter. We don’t
want just the facts. We want to know what they mean, and that requires a unique
point of view, an interpretation that only the presenter can make for us.
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The Perfect Arc® Structure
for Presentation Stories
Classic Story Structure
Now you have the building blocks and the essential qualities of captivating stories.
You’ll want to use a version of classic story structure. Your information will flow in
a logical way and you will build tension in a way that feels familiar to your audience.
Every story has three parts: a beginning, a middle and an end. A classic plot
structure is defined by exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and resolution.
Drawn, it looks like this:

Figure 2.1
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The Perfect Arc®
for Presentations
Presentations tend to be more complex. Our audience may have several challenges
or needs that will drive our story and we need to provide proof along the way.
We’ll modify the diagram. However, the basic structure stays the same.
In classic stories, we see the hero, and possibly their world, transformed in
some way. In presentations, we want to move our audience (GM executives)
from a current state, without our idea (leave Cobalts on the road), to a preferred
future state (take Cobalts off the road), where the company removes the conflict
(dangerous Cobalts are killing drivers), and achieves its goal (to design, build,
and sell the world’s best vehicles).
The following two pages provide worksheets you can use to map out any presentation.
The questions will guide you through the structure giving you a good starting point
to help you decide what goes into your presentation and what stays out.

Figure 2.2
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The Perfect Arc®
Worksheet Questions
Using your working presentation and the presentation plot structure below,
build a story outline. Use the questions below to help you come up with ideas.

Beginning: The Gist (Why should they care?)
1

My hero is:

2 My hero’s goal is:

3 The conflict for my hero is:

Middle: Challenges / Solutions / Proof
1a What is one challenge that is part of the overarching conflict?

1b How will you (or your idea, product etc.) solve this challenge?

1c What is your proof? (*Hint: this is an excellent spot to use a story or concrete

example to illustrate rather than tell):

1d How does this tie back to their goal?:

2a What is another challenge?:

2b How will you solve this challenge?:
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Notes:

2c What is your proof?

2d How does this tie back to their goal?

3a What is another challenge?

3b How will you solve this challenge?

3c What is your proof?

3d How does this tie back to their goal?

End: What do you want them to do?
(*Remember: be specific and tie back to your beginning.)
1

What do you want them to do when they leave?

2 How will this action help them resolve the conflict?

3 Remind them of their goal!

4 How will you engage their emotion?
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Presentation
Resources
Colblinder - run graphs and charts through Colblinder’s free color blindness
simulator to make sure your important ideas are standing out.
www.color-blindness.com

ChartChooser - download chart templates for free. These charts were designed
according to the best practices set out by technical information design guru,
Edward Tufte.
www.juiceanalytics.com/chart-chooser

Duarte Design - see the best of the best. You can great ideas from Duarte
and you don’t have to be a graphic designer to imitate them in a simpler way.
www.duarte.com

Adobe Kuler - create your own, free, colour palette based on your company logo
or other image file.
kuler.adobe.com

Prezi - if you dare to be different, Prezi is the most original tool out there
for designing visual presentation stories in a new and exciting way.
www.prezi.com

SlideRocket - better visual design elements than PowerPoint
and more online capabilities.
www.sliderocket.com

TED - watch the best of the best. TED regularly updates the site
with all of their event presentations.
www.ted.com

iStock Photo - it’s not expensive to buy photos and they look infinitely better than
fuzzy images scalped from Google Images.
www.istockphoto.com
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Your
Notes
Please send feedback
you may have on your
workbook experience
via email to:

colleen@perfectpitchpros.com
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